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AbbeyWhen your mate is a Kordolian General who&apos;s betrayed the most vicious Empire in the

Universe, things tend to get a little heavy from time to time. For the last six months, Tarak&apos;s

had to divide his time between Earth and space, dealing with various... problems.But he&apos;s

home now, and he tells me he&apos;s not going anywhere.That&apos;s good news, because our

baby&apos;s on the way, and I&apos;m dying to get out of this boring, stifling limbo they call the

Diplomatic Zone.TarakNow that Earth is surrounded by my warships and the Kordolian Empire has

been held at bay, I can give my full, undivided attention to my mate.Pregnancy has made Abbey

even more beautiful, and I am in awe of the growing life she carries inside her.But I must be

ever-vigilant, because the shadow of the Empire lingers, and I must protect what is mine, at all

costs.Warning: This book is a science-fiction alien pregnancy romance. It contains swearing,

violence, sensual (pregnant) sex scenes and silver aliens with fangs. It&apos;s definitely

recommended for readers aged 18 and over.Into the Light is Book Three in the Dark Planet

Warriors Series. It will make more sense if you&apos;ve read the other books first, although

that&apos;s probably not absolutely essential.
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I frakkin LOVE these! This is a continuation of the story from the first 2. I hadn't liked the hero that



much in the third book even though it was well written and an enjoyable story. I hope the author

focus returns to warriors, armor, and swords. I would love if she could follow the other elite soldiers

as they fight the bugs and find love. Wonderful story telling. Great world building. Love the

characters and how feisty they women are.

I just love Abbey and the Big Bad. To the Universe he is The Biggest Badass there is, but to Abbey

and his baby daughter he is a cream puff. It is so sweet to see how much he cares about them. He

promised her back in the beginning that he wouldn't invade Earth, even though it would be very

easy to do. So as long as they are safe, so is Earth. I have really enjoyed this series and now in the

next one we get to read about Abbey's friend. Can't wait. I definitely recommend this. Oh, it lost a

star cuz it's in present tense, I really hate that. But since I like the story so much I read it anyway.

Enjoy! ðŸ˜€

I have been following Anna Carven's Dark Planet Warriors series since she released the first one

last year. I thought the first book was an average rehash of many alien romance novels already out

there. I kept with the series as I liked the characters and her storytelling, plot and overall writing

skills seem to improve.This, the fourth installment of the series, is by far the best of the four. Tarek,

the fierce and formidible alien general, and Abbey, his human mate, are expecting a baby. Previous

books had established their genetic and physical compatibility to procreate so it was no surprise.

Abbey is tired of the sterile environment of Earth's diplomatic enclave and yearns for her home in

the Australian Outback. An incident involving a sinister obstetrician working for a shady corporation

leaves her shaken and ready to leave. Tarek is tired of Earth politics and willingly takes Abbey to

her former home until after the birth of the baby. Their adventures in the desolate landscape of

Abbey's home and their impending parenthood changes and matures both characters.Into the Light

is written with love. Ms Craven's prose is lyrical ode to pregnant love both emotional and physical.

The love between Tarek, Abbey and their unborn child grows ever strong as the story progresses

until I felt a part of the book. During the climax I could hardly sit still in fear and anger because I was

so invested in the story. That so seldom happens to me I was astonished.I highly recommend this

book and the series. I congratulate Anna Carven on a job well done and I look forward to reading

more of her works.

I thing all the others reviews resumed enough of what an awesome story it is. I m waiting with

impatience for the next one now, and the next one and the next after that. Fantastic world and



characters and very well written. I definitively recommend

I really enjoyed this book about the Kordolian named Tarak and the human Abbey from an earlier

book in the series. The relationship between them is so sweet and I love how General Tarak al

Akkadian becomes so besotted with her after she becomes pregnant. Such a change from the first

time we meet him! Unfortunately, sneaky and evil humans decide they want Tarak and Abbeys baby

for genetic experiments. They kidnap her and take her to a place they think that the Kordolians will

never find her, but as we have seen in the earlier books- never underestimate a Kordolian. I hope

the author continues to write more books in this series, as I'd buy every one.

Another great story in this series. I just couldn't put it down. This one wasn't as exciting as the first

book (1-3) but I did enjoy it - I wish more had been made of trip to town. Overall, the imagery was

vivid; the essentials made sense, the development of their romance warming.I hope this author

proves to be as disciplined & dedicated to writing as JAK so we can count on lots more from her. I

originally got #4 & #5 through my Kindle Unlimited membership but since I love rereading books -

today I went back & bought them. I think as her popularity grows, prices will too!

I love this author, and for so many reasons, but mainly because she writes so damn well! Her

character and plot developments are extremely well done. Her characters are interesting to begin

with, but they are not stagnant, and as such they change and grow throughout the tale. The plot

weaves steady, sure, and logically. You might be able to anticipate what will happen, but you are

never really sure, so there is always excitement of what will truly happen next. That even can be

said for her secondary characters, as even a few that make brief appearances here or there make

you want to have a story written about them. And her smex is pure, warm, sin. Her romance and

erotica swirls with a myriad of emotions, and is always an integral part of her story.Ms. Carven is a

wonderful example of what a true Indie writer should be, and the gift that she gives us far

out-weighs the purchase price of her books. She is one of the few authors that I always eagerly

await the next book (and the next one appears to be not until July.....good lord that is going to be a

loooong wait.....),but wait I shall and devour it with relish.An awesome job once again, Ms. Carven.

We are all so fortunate that for some reason you decided to start writing. Please take pity on us poor

mortals and get that book out maybe in June? ;D
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